Providing Leadership and Support:
An Invitation
True to its mission, NASDTEC is dedicated to providing leadership and support to those responsible for the preparation, certification/licensure, ethical and professional practice, and continuing
professional development of educators. Leadership and advocacy;
information and dissemination; quality and protection; and networking/collaboration frame the organizational goals.
As we celebrate and highlight in this issue examples of our shared substantive progress as a
professional community, we extend to you a special and ongoing invitation for the coming
year.
Consider this invitation to:
Be intentional in helping advance professional conduct and ethical understanding
to guide decision making through policy and/or practice, not only in your own context but also in considering the possibilities working collaboratively across contexts, such as departments, divisions, agencies, partners, etc.
Examples of NASDTEC’s leadership, support, and recent progress toward this aim
include:
NASDTEC Clearinghouse –NASDTEC recently opened the LEA Clearinghouse outreach to school districts. Currently 30 districts across 13 states
have requested access. This unique resource provides an additional tool
for districts to use in screening applicants across state lines for misconduct,
and NASDTEC offers several ways in which associate members can integrate the LEA Clearinghouse into their hiring processes. W e invite you to
invite your school district partners to learn more by emailing support@nasdtec.org.
Prevention and Correction Course – Designed by a team of national leaders
in the area of educator ethics, this new resource provides an option for licensing agencies and school districts to support those educators whose decisions have resulted in a need for intervention. W e invite you to register
for a free review of the course and get more information.

Presidents Message (cont.)
21st annual Professional Practices Institute (PPI) – Scheduled for October 18-20, 2017, in Phoenix, AZ, the
21st PPI conference provides a forum dedicated to the investigation, prosecution, and remediation of educator
misconduct, as well as professional decision making. W e invite you to register now.
Model Code of Ethics for Educators (MCEE) & MCEE Video/Brochure – The MCEE, developed by
practitioners from across the nation, gives the profession a common language to guide professional decision
making. An MCEE video is now available at www.nasdtec.net that reinforces the need for the MCEE and for
an intentional focus on ethical understanding across the profession. An MCEE brochure is also now available
in PDF that contains the full code. Printed versions are being mailed to Educator Preparation Providers (EPPs)
nationwide. W e invite you to use and share these and several upcoming tools with others.

National Council for the Advancement of Educator Ethics (NCAEE) – In addition to producing the MCEE
video, the NCAEE, in partnership with AACTE, administered a pilot survey in Spring 2017 regarding beliefs
about ethics and instruction on ethics in teacher preparation programs. In Fall 2017, the survey will be administered to EPPs across the nation. W e invite you to encourage EPPs to help inform instruction in ethics by
completing the survey.
Work toward continuous improvement across the professional continuum through ongoing professional learning and
collaboration.
Examples of NASDTEC’s leadership, support, and recent progress toward this aim include:
4th Annual Ted Andrews Winter Symposium (TAWS) – With the theme of “Continuing the Conversation: Collaborating to Retain Teachers,” this highly engaging annual meeting will be held January 3-5, 2018,
in San Diego, CA. W e invite you to register now.
90th NASDTEC Annual Conference – Scheduled for June 10-12, 2018, in Minneapolis, MN, the focus of the
90th Annual Conference will be on “Still Making a Difference for Students.” You will not want to miss this
rich opportunity for meaningful dialogue and sharing of best innovative practice and problems of practice.
Come early for the Annual Regional Conversations to be held June 9th, 1:30pm-4:30pm. W e invite you submit a proposal now through October 20th by emailing Mike Carr for information at mike.carr@nasdtec.org.
Multi-state Educator Lookup System (MELS) – MELS helps EPPs and states find program completers across
state lines. With Executive Board approval, MELS has recently been allotted funds to assist in moving this
interstate data sharing initiative forward. The successful MELS pilot is complete with four states participating.
Interest has been expressed by 15 states and national organizations to help foster this work. W e invite you to
pursue MELS access in your state, encouraging your sister states to participate with you. For more information, email support@nasdtec.org.
Knowledge-base of Preparation and Certification of Educational Personnel – Updated by jurisdictions annually, this source provides state-by-state information pertaining to the preparation, certification, and fitness of
teachers and other school personnel. Examples include lookups of educator certification and state-approved
EPPs, certification reference tables, and main jurisdictional websites. W e invite you to take advantage of this
helpful resource.
Interstate Agreement – Aimed at facilitating the mobility of educators among the states and other jurisdictions
that are members of NASDTEC and have signed the Agreement, this agreement outlines which particular
types of educator certificates (teachers, administrators, service personnel, or career/technical), and which particular styles of certifications/licensure (titles, fields, etc.) will be accepted. W e invite you to learn more about
this service to ease reciprocity issues and keep abreast of NASDTEC’s leadership in the critical area of reci-
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NASDTEC Annual Report – Each jurisdiction provides annual updates in Certification/Licensure, Educator
Preparation, and Ethical/Professional Practice, as well as organizational management. W e invite you to learn
about improvement initiatives in each jurisdiction.
NASDTEC Surveys – Each NASDTEC jurisdiction/state has a representative who is charged with ensuring the
surveys are completed that NASDTEC is requested to send from its members on a variety of topics. W e
invite you to reach out to NASDTEC if you need to collect information about education policy and practice
and to review all survey results.
Foster meaningful intra- and inter-jurisdictional and organizational partnerships

Examples of NASDTEC’s leadership, support, and recent progress toward this aim include:
NASDTEC Regional Support – In addition to the three national events each year (PPI, Ted Andrews Winter
Symposium, and Annual Conference) that foster strong collaboration and partnerships, NASDTEC offers
regional initiatives across its four regions that are designed to offer structures of support within and across
regions. Your NASDTEC Regional Director communicates directly with your state representative. Each region meets at least three times during the year to discuss issues. W e invite you to reach out to your
NASDTEC state representative and NASDTEC Regional Director to offer suggestions, share needs, etc.
NASDTEC Online Community – NASDTEC offers an Online Community (OC) as a communication tool and
informational structure of support. W e invite you to initiate conversation on the OC and encourage others to
participate .
Professional Educator Standards Boards Association (PESBA) - PESBA grew out of interest in collaborating and sharing current knowledge across independent standards boards. W e invite you to learn of the history of each board, in the recently published “2017 Professional Educator Standards Board Report” posted
here.
NASDTEC’s Committees – NASDTEC’s two standing committees (the Professional Practices Committee and
the Professional Education Committee) consist of representation across the NASDTEC regions. W e invite
you to express your interest in serving in the work of NASDTEC by emailing mike.carr@nasdtec.org and by
responding to invitations that you receive from the NASDTEC mailbox.
Get to know NASDTEC’s Leadership and Staff
Phil Rogers, NASDTEC’s Executive Director, is committed to expanding the organizational footprint of
NASDTEC to ensure the organization is not only responsive to educational needs, but also is a leader in ensuring effective education. Phil can be reached at philrogers@nasdtec.org

Learn more about the amazing NASDTEC staff here:
Phil Rogers, Executive Director
Mike Carr, Development Coordinator
Linda Stowers, Conference Coordinator
Carolyn Angelo, Staff Attorney
In closing, as you continue to thoughtfully add to the profession by embracing our shared professional responsibility and
commitment to continuous improvement across the continuum, we invite you to look to NASDTEC as it works to meet the
needs of its members, maximizing the leadership and support to education that its collaborative community offers.

Register Now
Professional Practices Institute in Phoenix
The Professional Practices Institute (PPI) is the only national conference to focus on ways to investigate, prosecute, and
reduce educator misconduct. The final plans have been made for the 21st Annual Professional Practices Institute on October 18-20 in beautiful Phoenix, AZ. The Downtown Renaissance Hotel will be the venue for the conference, which will
provide presentations from speakers from across the country in the only national forum of its kind in America.
In addition to an outstanding meeting, NASDTEC has kept economy in mind, providing excellent hotel accommodations
in a great city ($189 rate) with both convenient airport and high-speed internet included. All information related to the
PPI may be found here, and you should book your hotel rooms and register as soon as possible. Phoenix is a very busy
place in October, so rooms will be at a premium. Early registration fees and hotel room rates as seen above expire on
September 25th, so make your plans now.
The topic of educator ethics and misconduct is one which is touching all of our lives on a regular basis. Unfortunately,
barely a week passes without media reports concerning educators who have violated laws (and/or ethical considerations)
in their interactions with students. With the increasing demands on teacher education programs in our nation’s preparation institutions, it is vital that educator ethics remains an integral part of curricula as we prepare our students for the
changing environments in today’s classrooms. As you know, NASDTEC has taken the lead in this area with its work on
the Model Code of Ethics for Educators.
Please work with your state offices, IHEs and local districts to publicize this event and have a presence at this year’s only
gathering to examine this important area; you will bring back important new perspectives to complement your efforts on
a topic which is drawing increased attention from the media. Special efforts have been made by the planning committee
to increase sessions for investigators and district personnel.
Kudos to this year’s planning committee members who have put together a great agenda. They are: Joe Jamieson (ONChairperson), Marcia Berry (SC), Scott Gordon (KS), Fred Lane (Cybertraps), David Thompson (UT -San Antonio),
Catherine Slagle (WA), and Carolyn Angelo (NASDTEC).

NCAEE: Launch of MCEE Video, Brochure, and
National Survey
Now available on the NASDTEC home page at www.nasdtec.net is a powerful 6 minute video designed to highlight the
need for the Model Code of Ethics for Educators (MCEE). Produced by the National Council for the Advancement of
Educator Ethics (NCAEE), this tool stresses the importance of an Intentional focus on ethical principles to guide decision
across the educator continuum. Appearing in the video are practitioners and those that prepare practitioners, as well as
organizational partners. Also now available is a four-panel electronic brochure that not only includes the full code, but
stresses the importance of a common language, that the MCEE provides, across the profession regarding professional
decision making.

After focus groups were held at the Spring 2017 AACTE Annual Meeting, the NCAEE worked with AACTE and ETS to
finalize a survey instrument for Educator Preparation Providers (EPPs) regarding beliefs about educator ethics and preparation practices in ethics. The pilot survey was administered, and preliminary data were shared at the 89th Annual
NASDTEC Conference, held in June 2017. A full nationwide survey will be administered in Fall 2017.
Highlights of the NCAEE’s scope of work for 2017-18 include production of a menu of podcasts, an ethics resources repository, MCEE booklet, webinars/video series that offer deep dives into each of the five principles of the MCEE including strategies for using MCEE, as well as other helpful tools.
NCAEE’s mission is to promote and foster and intentional and thoughtful focus on professional decision making for educators. Its role is to provide national leadership in advancing ethical understanding and practice, while promoting awareness and use of the MCEE.
For more information about the NCAEE, please contact Anne Marie Fenton at annemarie.fenton@gapsc.com or Katherine Bassett at Katherine@nnstoy.org

LEA Clearinghouse
Since 1928 NASDTEC has been a national leader in matters related to the preparation and licensure of professional
school personnel. An important tool in keeping children safe in the classroom is the NASDTEC Clearinghouse.
Prior to August 1, 2016, this valuable resource was only available to official government licensing agencies. NASDTEC
is now accepting applications from local school districts (public and private) for access to the Local Education Agency
(LEA) Clearinghouse.
The rationale for providing local school districts (public and private) access to the Clearinghouse is rooted in two realities:

1. Most administrative actions taken in response to educator misconduct don't result in an arrest; therefore, a typical
background check may not reveal important adverse actions taken against an educator's certificate.
2. It is not uncommon for an educator who has had adverse action taken against a license to apply for an uncertified
position; without the review by a state licensing agency, the district would be unaware of past misconduct.
PLEASE NOTE: Over the next six months the NASDTEC office will be contacting jur isdictions to solicit assistance in sharing the news of this resource with local school districts.
If you have any questions, please email support@nasdtec.org.
Click here to learn how a school district can have access to this valuable resource.

KnowledgeBase Resources
Most jurisdictions report regular use of the resources found in NASDTEC KnowledgeBase. Here are the great resources
found on the NASDTEC KnowledgeBase:


Interstate Agreement documents and signatories



Requirements for out-of-state applicants



New teacher assessment requirements of all jurisdictions



Certification and licensure requirements of all jurisdictions



Surveys of jurisdiction members on current issues related to preparation and certification of educators



Current contact information for offices of educator certification and licensure in each jurisdiction



Current contact information on approved preparation programs in each jurisdiction



Links to jurisdictions public look-up websites for educators



Jurisdictions’ Annual Reports



Results of surveys



Published studies and briefs

Updating KnowledgeBase
The KnowledgeBase data-driven maps were designed so that each jurisdiction may update their own information. The
official point of contact (POC) has been given permission to update the maps. (If another person needs this permission,
please let us know by sending the request to support@nasdtec.org.
Each jurisdiction’s POC have been given permission to update their jurisdiction’s information and it couldn’t be easier:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Log into the NASDTEC Online Community (www.nasdtec.net)
On the far-right side of the page under the title “My Profile,” click on > Groups
The next page title is “My Groups;” click on > A dministration: State Database
Click on the “Edit” button of the table you want to update
Be sure and remember to click on “Save” before leaving each update page

Planning Underway for June 2018 Annual
Conference in Minneapolis
It’s never too early to begin work on the major NASDTEC event of each year, the Annual Conference, this year to be
held June 10 – 12, 2018 in Minneapolis, MN at the Marriott City Center. In the middle of downtown, the Marriott City
Center, is convenient to the light rail directly to the airport, Target Field, and the Hennepin Theatre District. The planning committee met at the Marriott on August 11 and 12 to discuss themes, agenda structure, and speaker ideas, and the
group is currently contacting potential speakers to be a part of the meeting.

As a pre-conference offering, NASDTEC will continue to present expanded regional meetings on Saturday, June 9. This
meeting has become a member favorite and provides a unique opportunity for you to meet with your colleagues and discuss pressing issues of your choice, as well as a being a great chance to meet and interact with people who do your job in
other jurisdictions near you. We strongly encourage you to plan on coming in to Minneapolis by noon on Saturday to
take advantage of this opportunity, then see the sights of this beautiful city that evening.
Please look for the Request for Concurrent Proposal document to have been sent to all NASDTEC members in late August. These proposals will be accepted through October 20, and it is your chance to be an active part of NASDTEC
2018. Proposals should be based on the theme of “NASDTEC at 90: Still Making a Difference for Students.” The conference will feature three distinct strands for proposals. More specific information will be seen in the RFP, so look for it
soon in your inbox. We again expect a record number of proposals, and the agenda is designed to accommodate as many
of these as possible.
Thanks to our planning committee for their work in August and in future months. They are: Leah Breen (MI-Chairperson), Jimmy Adams (KY), Lisa Colon Durham (ID), Lynn Hammonds (HI), Sungti Hsu, Alex Liuzzi (MN),
Richelle Patterson (NEA), and Sarah Spross (MD).

NASDTEC Listens…Now Opening Conference
Registration Pages Earlier
At its June meeting, the Executive Board responded to comments from the membership and proposed that conference registration pages open one month earlier. The change comes in response to members’ comments that an earlier date for registration would help many of them in securing travel approval in their organizations/jurisdictions. NASDTEC staff began the
new opening dates with the 2017 PPI page, which opened on July 1. Staff opened the TAWS webpage on September 1of
each year, while the Annual Conference page will open on or about February 1.

Ted Andrews Winter Symposium (TAWS) to Build on 2017
Meeting with Retention Focus
TAWS continues into its fifth year and has become a “go-to” destination for NASDTEC members who like the smaller
venue with a focus on a single topic. The symposium will again be in early January (3rd -5th) to allow those from its
focus group of educator education providers to attend, avoiding conflicts with major EPP conferences in February.
NASDTEC and CCSSO will continue their partnership in 2018 to provide an outstanding agenda.
The symposium returns to the Westgate Hotel in downtown San Diego again in 2018, as attendees enjoyed this beautiful
venue with access to a number of activities in the area. The theme is: “What is Working to Retain Quality Teachers,”
which expands upon last year’s TAWS Open Space discussion, using the discussion’s major areas of concern to shape
this year’s theme and agenda. Many great speakers have agreed to be a part of TAWS; among them will be Linda Darling-Hammond of the Learning Policy Institute, Liam Goldrick from the New Teacher Center, Monique Chism, formerly
Deputy Assistant Secretary from the US Department of Education now with the American Institutes for Research , along
with outstanding panels from CCSSO featuring speakers such as Melody Schopp of South Dakota.
In addition to these major keynotes, the symposium will feature a variety of concurrent sessions solicited from EPPs and
districts from across the nation, highlighting teacher retention efforts and best practices. The committee has also expanded opportunities for all participants in a new way, featuring a NEW pre-conference session on Wednesday, January 3 featuring the new CCSSO initiative on looking at new possibilities for teacher licensure in the 21st century. You will not
want to miss this year’s TAWS, but registration is again limited to 120.
Information on TAWS is now available at www.nasdtec.net. Planning committee members are: Brian Devine (MAChairperson), Mary Dean Barringer (CCSSO), Teri Clark (CA), Jason Dietrich (NV), Abby Javurek (SD), Joan Luneau
(AR), Darcy Pietryka (Westat), Taylor Raney (U of Idaho), Debbie Rickey (Grand Canyon U), and Wesley Williams
(Westat).

MELS: Seeking Sister States to Participate
There is great value in Educator Preparation Providers (EPPs) and states/jurisdictions locating program completers across
state lines. The Multi-state Educator Lookup System (MELS), a secure, interstate data sharing system, can assist with
this. MELS works and stands ready for EPPs and states to experience the potential it offers in locating program completers who may be certified and/or employed in other states. To move a full-scale implementation ahead, we invite and encourage you and your sister states with completers crossing state lines for employment to explore this secure tool.
Recognizing this value, the NASDTEC Executive Board recently approved funds to help move MELS from a development system to a production system.
As a reminder, MELS is designed to facilitate two important tasks:
1. Provide certification specialists immediate confirmation of employment and out-of-state applicants, and
2. Provide EPPs confirmation of employment for the programs completers who have left the jurisdiction.
To actively pursue potential participation in MELS, or to request additional information, please email support@nasdtec.org.

NCAEE to be Informed by National Survey
The National Council for the Advancement of Educator Ethics (NCAEE), in collaboration with AACTE and ETS, will be
conducting three focus groups at the upcoming AACTE conference. The focus groups will inform an upcoming national
survey to EPPs regarding pre-service instruction in their jurisdiction’s code of conduct/ethics and ethical principles that
guide decision-making.
The NCAEE plans, as part of its scope of work, to produce a short video on the need and application of the Model Code of
Ethics for Educators (MCEE) that can be shared on social media.
Established as a special committee of NASDTEC, the NCAEE consists of representative practitioners and educational partners, and its mission is to promote and foster an intentional and thoughtful focus on professional ethics for educators. Its
role is to provide national leadership in advancing ethical understanding and practice, while promoting awareness and use
of the MCEE.

NCAEE meets virtually throughout the year; its one in-person meeting is scheduled for April 21-23 in Baltimore, MD.

Sharing the NASDTEC Online Community (OC)
NASDTEC Membership permits up to 25 of your colleagues to share the benefits of the Online Community (OC) at no
additional cost. Here are some great reasons to share the benefits of a NASDTEC membership:


Full access to the NASDTEC Online Community (OC).


Contact information for all members of NASDTEC



Announcements of position openings in member organizations



Member updates and newsletters



Full access to the NASDTEC KnowledgeBase



Model Code of Ethics for Educators (MCEE)



NASDTEC Academy



Encore Series providing recorded sessions of NASDTEC conferences



Interstate Agreement supporting interstate mobility of educators



Free webinars by recognized thought leaders in preparation and certification of educators



Discounted member registration fee for NASDTEC conferences and institutes



Opportunities to submit white papers and related research briefs

First call on the opportunity to submit presentation proposals for conferences and institutes
Here is how your colleagues can join the OC:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Go to this URL: www.nasdtec.net
Click on "Register” in the top right-hand side of the page
Provide the required contact information…that’s it!
We will connect them to your account and they will immediately begin to enjoy the benefits of the NASDTEC
OC.

If you have any questions, please send an email to: support@nasdtec.org .

